
Agriculture Products That Work from Bio S.I. 

Bio-S.I.™ Ag Formula + Humus may be used on row crops, broadcast crops, grass, vineyards, and 
orchards of all types to help rebuild the soil. Bio-S.I Agriculture products help reduce crusting and 
break down organic matter (plant residue) into humus. Humus is the fraction of the soil that holds 
water and nutrients in the rhizosphere (root zone). Microbes also help make nutrients more available 
for use by the crop by breaking down the fertilizer or nutrients so they can be absorbed through the 
roots. 

Bio-S.I.™ products do not replace fertilizers or chemicals. They help make them more efficient at 
lower amounts reducing cost and toxicity to the environment. Bio-S.I.™ also helps protect the plants 
from disease by out-competing the pathogenic microbes for space and food. When you make Bio-
S.I.™ Agriculture Formula a part of your normal fertilizer program you will see that over time you will 
be able to reduce the amounts of chemicals and fertilizer you use. Your soil will become mellow, easier 
to plow, and have almost no crust. Just these few improvements in your soil can save wear and tear 
on equipment, reduce fuel usage, and lead to better crop stands. 

Microbial products are not new and have been used for over 50 years in Europe. They have been 
shown to help fight disease, improve root system growth, and to help improve the release of nutrients 
in the soil. The microbes found in Bio-S.I.™ perform these same tasks in your soil. Our products do 
not contain any laboratory engineered microbes and we do not use any form of manure in our 
production process. One of the problems many grain farmers have is getting rid of plant debris over 
the winter. Farms that have been using Bio-S.I.™ products for a couple of years start to see the debris 
breakdown over the winter months. They can plant easier and not have to fight the clogging of plowing 
or planting equipment with the previous years plant debris. 

Make Bio-S.I.™ Ag Formula + Humus  a part of your fertilization program today. Start Rebuilding Your 
Soil, and help improve the crops you grow. Watch as the crusting is reduced, water starts to go into 
the soil instead of running off, and you realize you can make your fertilizer go further. Remember to do 
a soil test before adding any fertilizer to your soil. This way you use what you need, not what someone 
wants to sell you.

Bio-S.I.™ products may be applied using surface spray rigs, through pivots with injection systems, 
drip systems, and also sprinkler systems. Make sure that you use pumps like impeller pumps, or 
diaphragm pumps to reduce damage to microbes. Do not use roller or piston pumps. Keep the 
pressure at 40 psi or less. Do not mix with fungicides or pesticides. 

The full line of Bio S.I. biological products are available from:

Call us: 888.998.9669    Online: www.naturalorganicwarehouse.com

https://cart.naturalorganicwarehouse.com/

